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TY definitely hasn't gone as expected this year, but who says we have to let that stop us? This term's
newsletter is all about reflection and keeping well during quarantine. Our resilient TYs are still
finding new ways to cope and keep going by exploring new interests and hobbies, learning new
skills and helping their community in many new ways. It's almost seems as if all the setbacks never
happened. We, as the newsletter team, are very proud of our fellow students. This newsletter stands
as evidence of their earnestness and hard work.

Head Editor: Aaliyah Mullen

Graphics Manager: Agnieszka Sokół
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TY Challenges
The TY’s are assigned different challenges
each week which are organised by Mrs.Boyle
and the TY Captains. Every week, students
are either given ten challenges and are
encouraged to complete at least five, or they
are given one overarching challenge, with
photographic evidence sent to Mrs Boyle.
So far, there have been a range of challenges
from baking your favourite treat to
completing 10,000 steps in a day. We also
read a novel and prepared a ‘Come Dine With
Me’ themed night for our families. These
challenges are a fun and novel way for
students to keep busy during lockdown. They
have helped inspire us to make good use
with our ample free time.
-Alanna Cannon

TY Quiz
A special thanks to the TY captains,
Natalia Mangan and Lauren Padmore,
who with the help of Mr. Mc Devitt,
organised a Kahoot quiz for the whole
year on Tuesday the 4th of February.
Prizes included Shop LK vouchers which
the Bank of Ireland had generously
agreed to sponsor. There were 60
questions with topics ranging from
capital cities and TV shows to sports and
even teachers’ baby photos.
The event lasted for an hour and a half.
Two students were awarded prizes as 1st
and 2nd place respectively. All in all, we
believe the quiz was a huge success!
-Lakshmi Shaji
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Work Experience

Art Links
TY Art Links didn’t let lockdown stop them
from making the most out of their class
this year! Students have worked on letting
their creativity flourish, growing their
technical skills with life drawings and
getting in touch with their adventurous
sides by looking at graffiti.
Many students have participated in
competitions, such as the Student Council
art competition, Credit Union art
competition and Mental Health Ireland. A
particular favourite of the students was
the THIS IS ART competition. The artwork
could be anything from a sculpture, a
painting or even the most abstract art
piece. The theme- ‘This is now’ was so
broad that it gave students a lot of
creative freedom. Not to mention the
prizes up for grabs!

Although work experience was different this year,
we thankfully got the opportunity to do a block of
work experience from the 30th of November until
the 18th of December. This was great for us as we
got to experience what it is truly like in the
workplace. We learned new skills, such as selfreliance. This will be beneficial to us when we are
searching for jobs in the future. Overall it was a
wonderful experience and a great way to end the
year.
For my work experience, I spent my first week
working from home at a HR consultancy firm called
Boyd HR. The hours were quite long but the work
was far from tedious. I learned about web design
using WordPress and was tutored by a staff
member on Irish and EU legislation. I later worked at
the ISPCA Donegal Animal Rehabilitation Centre for
my last two weeks. It was a considerable deviation
from my first placement but was undoubtedly just
as enjoyable. The animals were friendly and even if
the labour might have been difficult at times, the
work was still highly rewarding.
- Ava Tully and Lakshmi Shaji

- Tasnuva
Rafiq's entry for
the Mental
Health Ireland
competition

-Tasnuva Rafiq’s artwork for the THIS IS ART competition.
She was awarded a certificate of commendation for this
piece.
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Art Module
TY’s have been doing excellent work while working from home since January.
Students participated in various projects, such as recycled arts and crafts, the
Regional Culture Centre Art Exhibition, Mandala art and mindfulness with the
National Gallery. Students have been resourceful, inventive and incredibly
creative.

Donegal County Library
-Transition Year Creative Writing Project
TY’s had the wonderful opportunity to participate in a series of poetry workshops, run by local
poet Denise Blake. This program was issued to TY's throughout Donegal. The poems produced
will be collected in a book and published, to be distributed among participating schools.

Home EC
Home EC classes have been hard at
work this term, especially around St
Patrick’s day. The students
researched traditional Irish foods and
created fun filled days for their
families featured around Irish food
and Irish culture.

Photography
If there’s one thing TY’s will always enjoy, it’s photography! Despite not being able to
use school equipment, TY’s were able to take some fabulous pictures around their local
areas with their phones. They took advantage of every great opportunity, from sunshine
to snow, to take some fantastic photos.
Pictures from left to
right- Kellie Forde, Ciara
Hughes and Dominika
Hriczkova.
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Conradh na Gaeilge
On the 21st of January, Ms Emer Gallagher
organised a google meeting with Eve Ní Bhraoin. It
was open for all TY students to join. It was a fun
meeting as we used “mentimeter” to answer
questions about the Irish language in Ireland. It was
an enjoyable meeting as we learnt that 1,761,420
people can speak Irish.
As the meeting came to an end there was a Kahoot
quiz on all the questions during the meeting. The
winner was Sarah Bradley and she won a free tshirt which would be posted to the school after
lockdown.

Health Fest
On the 27th of January a festival called Health Fest
was on. Health Fest is a free event tailored to
teenagers.This year was different as it was online.
There were three guest speakers on a prerecorded
video. The guest speakers were Professor Niall
Moyna who is head of health and human performance
at DCU. Next was Dermot Whelan who is a meditation
expert and broadcaster . Our final speaker was Dr
Caoileann Murphy who is a dietitian. It was a good
experience as we had gained lots of new insights- for
example, that the bones and muscles that you will
have for life will grow between 9-18 years old. We
also learnt that after exercise the 3Rs are crucial
Refuel, Rehydrate and Repair. The festival ended with
a game where you had to go through the website
trying to find icons on the screen, which was very fun.

Michelle English
On the 11th of February, TY students had an online
google meeting with Michelle English, a former
loreto pupil. Michelle had shared her motto that
“What you put into life is what you get out of it”. She
used different methods for us to answer anonymous
questions. She used a website called Padlock ,where
she asked us “What are the indicators of wellbeing”.
Here, everybody wrote what they felt the indicators
of wellbeing were. Finally we realized that wellbeing
is at core of all decisions.
- Sarah Bradley
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Breast Cancer Awareness
by Csenge Bodnar
On the 19th January, TY students took part
in a ‘Breast Cancer Awareness’ talk
presented by Rachel Fitzgerald-Feeney.
The presentation was based on Breast
Cancer Education and Awareness. It was
organised by Breast Cancer Ireland.
The topic was very interesting as we got a
survivor's personal experience of Breast
Cancer. We now know how to check for
symptoms of Breast Cancer and the
statistics around the disease. It's important
for everybody to recognise the symptoms
and be aware of the disease. We gained a
lot of knowldge that day!

The topics discussed include:
Breast Cancer Ireland- Who are they?
Aims - Vision - Mission
How they achieve their mission Progress
Rachel Fitzgerald's personal experience
Video - signs and symptoms of the
breast cancer

Always remember, if something doesn't feel right, go see a doctor. The
faster breast cancer is diagnosed the better it can be treated.

OCTOBER 2019
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RSA Talk
On Tuesday, 9th of March, All Transition Years
attended a talk with Louise McGeever from the Road
Safety Authority. Ms McGeever warned the girls about
the dangers of road accidents and their causes (such
as driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol). She
also laid out the roadmap for getting their licenses.
She made sure they knew the dangers of the road and
also answered any and all questions asked by the TY’s.
As many of us will be getting our driving permits soon
enough, not to mention studying for the written test, it
was a highly informative experience. It’s sure to help
us all become responsible road users.

Sign Language
On Monday, 8th of March, TY’s had the
pleasure of attending a sign language
talk, given by Patrick Matthews of
Trinity College, Dublin and his
interpreter Pauline McMahon. Mr
Matthews is a professor at Trinity
College, teaching sign language and
helping to train future sign language
interpreters.
It helped the girls learn valuable
information on the history of Irish Sign
Language and the culture and
experiences of the deaf community
They learned a few basic signs, such as
'Hello' and 'Goodbye', For any students
interested in the subject, the talk was a
brilliant insight into the topic. Patrick
Matthews was highly informative and
answered each and every question the
girls had concerning sign language.
Who knows, maybe we have some
budding interpreters among us!

John O'Shea
On March 13th, TY’s had the opportunity to speak
with John O’Shea, the former CEO of GOAL. GOAL is
a charitable organization that works with areas
dealing with extreme poverty and crisis. He talked
with the girls for an hour, encouraging them to
pursue social entrepreneurship. Mr O’Shea told them
many stories and taught them valuable lessons
about the world. It’s always important to care about
people, especially people in underprivileged areas
who need outside aid. There are many places in the
world where people are hungry and starving,
despite the surplus amount of food in the world.
People need to step up and redistribute resources.
Mr O’ Shea encouraged the girls to try to help in
situations like that. It connected a lot with the
students, especially those in YSI classes. This was a
fantastic experience for all.
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Scifest
Some TY’s are participating in SciFest
this year. SciFest is a program that
encourages STEM learning in schools
through science fairs where students
can display their scientific
investigations. Our TY team is
studying plant and water samples in
search for microplastics. We wish
them the best of luck!
-Petra Bodnar

Journalism
This term, TY’s have been hard at work in
their Journalism module, writing and
designing articles for this year’s edition of
Lorecho. Collecting pictures, gathering
information and finally piecing everything
together is a great experience in how
journalism works. Combining the work
from last year’s book that had to be
cancelled, this edition is bound to be
great!

Daffodil Day
Class Finbar is preparing a
virtual 5K to help raise funds
for the Irish Cancer Society
in honour of Daffodil day.
Participants will be able to
donate to the Irish Cancer
Society through a link
provided. They will dress in
yellow and get out and
complete the 5k.
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Senior Options
Wednesday, February 24th, TY’s
received a talk about the options
available to them at senior level,
provided by Mrs Brid Mulhern and Mrs
Karen Crowe. TY’s received much
valuable advice about their senior
cycle, such as to sign up to any class
you want, even if you’re afraid it won’t
run, and to consult websites such as
careers.ie. Many great resources were
provided. Options such as LCVP and
LCA were explored and explained in
detail. This was a valuable discussion to
all Ty’s.

Mini Company
Even while stuck at home, with all the
restrictions, minicompany students are still
hard at work running their businesses. With the
Student Enterprise competition coming up, the
students have been preparing reports and
videos to show off their fantastic products in
hope of succeeding in the competition. Only
three groups from Loreto Letterkenny can
enter- may the best team win!

Young Social Innovators
The YSI classes have certainly been busy during
this lockdown. YSI 'Imperfectly Perfect' are
working on a survey to find out the ‘ideal girl’,
which, when put together, will reveal how
unrealistic beauty standards can be- especially
for teenage girls. One group had particular
success this term. YSI 'Peace of Mind' participated
in the national YSI Dragon’s Den competition,
modelled after the TV show. The interview was
conducted online and the three person groupMaria Kealy, Aoife McTaggart and Jaime Lee
McMahon- secured €300 euro in funding to
create mental health calendars.
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School Digital Champions
Some of our TY’s are participating in the School
Digital Champions program this year. The School
Digital Champion program is a government initiative
that encourages and supports schools in
developing their digital skills This is a great
opportunity for students to get innovative and
improve their critical thinking and teamwork skills.
The three teams participating have completed
workshops to help them develop their skills. Now,
they are designing and perfecting their projects, all
aiming to make a difference in their local school
and communities.

Gaisce
Many TY’s have signed up for Gaisce, the
President’s Award. Although it has been a lot
more difficult this year, TY’s have adapted well
and are on their way towards their bronze
medals. There are a variety of personal skills,
physical activities and volunteer work being
done- from learning new languages, online
dance classes, and assisting elderly
neighbours. It’s safe to say the award is in good
hands!

5-Day Coding Challenge
TY’s were given the opportunity to partake in
Code Institute’s “5-day Coding Challenge”. A few
of our students participated in this course and
found it very interesting.
Each day students were given a new coding
challenge to complete with supporting videos
and detailed notes to aid them. The challenges
allowed them to understand coding from both a
theoretical and practical point of view.
Students said this course was challenging and
harder than expected but overall was a great
learning experience.
-Alanna Cannon
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AILO-Linguistics Olympiad
This year as usual many of our students took part in the
AILO competition. With the COVID-19 restrictions, the
Olympiad took place online.
AILO is a competition wherein secondary school students
develop their own strategies for solving problems in
languages from around the globe.
Our students attended an online workshop to prepare
them for the competition which was held on Monday 25th
of January. The results were outstanding as everyone in
Loreto was in the top 150. Three girls- Lakshmi Shaji,
Megan McGarvey and Aimee Bonnar- qualified for the
top 100 and are through to the next round.
We are looking forward to hearing from them!
- Petra Bodnar

RCSI-Mini Med
RCSI TY MiniMed took place from the 22nd-24th
February 2021. This program focused primarily on the
school of Medicine and what RCSI has to offer.
All sections of the program are carried out by leading
professionals in their respective areas with a wide
variety of topics – including general practice, heart
surgery, pathology, paediatrics, forensic medicine,
transplants, obstetrics, and gynaecology were
covered during the program. TY’s loved the
opportunity to see what was involved in all these
fields! It was of great benefit to anybody interested in
pursuing medicine in the future.
- Petra Bodnar

Creative Hothouse
The nerve centre has been really busy hosting free lessons and
events left and right, one of these being the Creative Hothouse. It
consisted of 4 different categories, each working together on one
huge project- photography, film, music and graphic design. A lot of
work and effort went into this week long course, and I joined the
graphic design group to be able to bring you this newsletter in a
professional manner. If you want to check out the amazing work
done by the participants, you can take a look in this virtual online
gallery composed by the hosts:
https://www.artsteps.com/view/602b973939cb421c7ff5bd2c
The nerve center is also continuing to host events, so keep an eye
on their website and you might find something for you.
-Agnieszka Sokol
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Houses of the Oireachtas
Every year, the Houses of the Oireachtas (Ireland’s
national parliament), hosts a popular TY work
experience programme to foster the next
generation of political leaders. 28 students from
schools all around the country are selected based
on their essay on the subject of politics.
This year, I was chosen to participate in this
programme. It is generally held at the Leinster
House but owing to the pandemic, the venue was
moved to Microsoft Teams. The students learned
about the Irish parliamentary system and were
given the opportunity to meet with distinguished
members of the civil service, the likes of Annette
Connolly, the Assistant Secretary General of the
Dáil, and John Paul Browne, a barrister from the
Office of Parliamentary and Legal Affairs.
The course lasted for a week, commencing on
Monday, the 8th of March 2021 and concluding on
Friday, the 12th of March 2021.
-Lakshmi Shaji

SHINE FESTIVAL
Many TY’s attended The Shine Festival
online from March 8th- 10th. The Shine
festival is run by the Shona project and is
committed to empowering young women.
The festival had many fantastic guest
speakers, such as Liadan Hynes, Sharon
Horgan, Joanne O’Riordan, Evanna Lynch
and many many more.
It was a brilliant and empowering
experience for all the girls, inspiring through
listening to the perspectives and listening to
the advice given. Shine heroes were a
particular inspiration for many girls, seeing
young women their own age making a
difference each day.
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Carmel Harrington
As a part of the weekly challenges, TY students
were asked to read the novel “My Pear Shaped
Life” by Carmel Harrington. The book covered
many important issues such as body image and
addiction.
On the 1st of March, Carmel Harrington joined a
google meeting with all TY students and told
them about her journey to becoming a writer. She
encouraged the students to follow their dreams
just like she did, and assured them that it's never
too late to do so. She also answered lots of the
students' questions; 'Who was her favourite
character to write about ?',' What inspires her?'.
Lastly, she gave some advice to any aspiring
writers among us.
Carmel’s talk was much appreciated and it was a
great way to encourage students to read and
write creatively, especially in the lead up to
World Book Day.
- Alanna Cannon

Smartphone Film-making
Some TY students took part in a Smartphone
Filmmaking Course. The workshops took place on
January 30th and February 6th. The course was
run by Make Film History, Making the future and
Rathmullan film festival. The students got the
chance to explore archive footage, which was
used to create a short film about 3 minutes long.
The footage was made from Donegal and Derry
from the time periods 1950’s - 1970’s. The short
films premiered at the Rathmullen film festival.
During the course, they worked on film editing,
how to conduct interviews for films, sound design
and the importance of music in film. Class Finbar's
Aaliyah Mullen won joint first place in the
competition. Tadhg O’Sullivan, a film director who
uses archive footage in many of his films, spoke
with the participants. This was followed by an
informative Q&A session afterwards, which
allowed the students to ask their own questions.
- Ava Tully
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Aoife Dowds Makeup
Workshop

@aoifedowdsmua

Makeup artist, Aoife Dowds, was nice enough to give
TYs a free makeup workshop on Google Meet. She
met with classes Fiachra, Finbar and Francis on
Tuesday 26th and with classes Fergus and Fionn on
Thursday 28th.She showed us how to do a simple,
glowy based look and explained what products to
use to achieve this with. She gave us useful makeup
tips and answered all of our questions. She informed
us of the website “Look Fantastic” that often has
sales and discount codes on makeup products. Aoife
told us the Do’s and Don'ts of makeup and provided
us with the knowledge of her favourite and least
favourite products. Some of her top tips were to
always double cleanse after wearing makeup, to use
cheaper makeup brushes and to use cream contour.
The TYs really enjoyed this workshop and it
provided us with a new skill to practice at home
during lockdown.
-Alanna Cannon

Cathal Dennehy-Journalist
On Monday 1st February, all TYs received a talk
from Cathal Dennehy.Cathal has been a
freelance sports journalist for the last eight
years. He studied journalism at DCU and did
some work as a sub-editor for the Sunday
Tribune newspaper during his college days. His
biggest focus is on athletics and as an athlete,
he twice represented Ireland at the European
Cross-Country Championships. He has written
some feature stories for the Guardian too in the
UK. In 2019 he won Irish broadsheet sports
journalist of the year.We thought he was very
inspirational. He told us that when choosing a
career, we should pursue something we are
highly fond of. Money should not be the
inspiration of your job because you will find
yourself miserable in what you are doing. A big
thank you to Cathal for taking the time to do this
talk for us!
-Csenge Bodnar
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DR. SHARON MADIGAN
On the 10th of February 2021, all TY students got to listen
to Dr. Sharon Madigan’s webinar on health and nutrition,
especially on the importance of fuelling your body and
muscles when taking part in sports. Dr Madigan works in
association with Sports Ireland and works alongside
Ireland’s olympians, in preparation for the summer
games.
This sport and exercise nutritionist told us about the
importance of breakfast and gave us alternatives to filling
but light breakfast options in the morning. I felt like all the
girls in TY profited out of her guidance - especially as
teenage eating disorders are rising every year.
She told us about her past experiences in becoming a
nutritionist and told us to never give up on our dreams.
I thought her presentation was very educational and
inspirational. Thank you To Dr. Madigan for taking the
time to do this for us!
-Csenge Bodnar

GARY O HANLON
Transition Year students from Loreto Secondary
School Letterkenny got the fantastic opportunity to
meet and talk to celebrity chef Gary O Hanlon. Mr
O'Hanlon is currently the Executive Chef of Chateau
du Coudreceau in Loury, France and has featured on
television shows such as MasterChef Ireland and
Four Live. The session took place through Google
Meet. Mr O'Hanlon spoke of his personal experiences
becoming an award winning chef and shared many
excellent tips, tricks and recipes to the TY students.
He shared recipes for spaghetti carbonara, chicken
puttanesca and more. The TY’s enjoyed quizzing him
on his favourite cooking methods, celebrities he had
met and seasonings he recommended.
It was a highly valuable experience for all the girls,
inspiring them to experiment with their cooking. He
gave them a valuable lesson on hard work and never
giving up, encouraging them to pursue their dreams.
-Aaliyah Mullen
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JOANNE SWEENEY
On the 26th of February we were lucky to have
a guest speaker like Joanne Sweeney. Joanne is
a two-time author, podcast host, and awardwinning social media trainer. She is the founder
of Digital Training Institute and Public Sector
Marketing Institute. As an entrepreneur she
talked to us about pursuing a career that we
love and how many of the best things in life
may come unexpected, as she describes
herself as an accidental entrepreneur. She
mentioned what she does for a living and how
her days are. She became highly successful
and works with many international companies.
She raised our attention about fake news and
how many things are coloured through social
media. Some great advice we received form
Joanne, that I am sure we will take to the
future, was to create a three-point rule before
posting online. This will help us stay safe and
avoid any mistakes in the future. Overall, I think
I can say she was a huge inspiration and kindly
answered all our questions at the end.
-Petra Bodnar

Thank you very much for reading! We would like to thank Sr. Ger, the Management Team, our TY
Coordinator, Mrs. Boyle, Mrs Crossan for all her assistance proofreading, and all of our wonderful
teachers who gave so willingly their time to ensure we had a great term.
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